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INTRODUCTION

Agricultural productivity in the United States has increased enormously

during the half century between 1430 and 1980. This.increasa'has been due

mainly to two changes in farilling practices, (' the intrgduction of mechan--.

ical devices to replace much of the human and animal effort previously used,

.and(2) the development of chemiCal substances to Control pests and to in-

crease plant-and animal growth and production.

As ,,is the case with most new,developments, the great benefits arising

-from the changes have been accompanied by some problems. One of thOse prob-

lems hat to do with the safe use of agricultural chemicals and pesticides.

Specifically, there are two areas of concern: the safety Of the people who

the chemicals, and the safety of the environment in Which the chemiqes

are'used.

According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics reportror 1977, only the

construction and manufacturing industries had higher rages of job - related

injuries and illnesses than did the agricultural industries. Of every 100

persons employed in egricuituralaproduction and services, over 11 have expe-

rienced some-work time lost because of worklrelated accident or sickness,

These figures emphasize the need for more%concern with all aspects of. safety

in the agricultural industries.
P" -t .

This module contains information concerning the safe handling, use, and

storage of many chemicals that are frequenly'used today in the control -of
*

pests. These chemicals:are used in=both urban and rural environments, end

in'the-growing pf fo6d coops and ornamental plants.

-

,0134ECTIVES

.4"

Upon completion of this module, the student shoUld.be able tv

1. Briefly define an agricultural chemical and a pesticide, and name three

governmental agencies involved in regulating these
4`
substanrs. (Page

3)
,

,

L.4

r.
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List one way to help prevent chemicals from entering the body by each /

of the three, common routes of entry. (Page 4)

3. Name two hazards other th'an poisoningL,that are associated with the han-

dling and use of agricultural chemicals, ,and describe measures that

should be takento avoid these dangers. (Page 6)

4. Compare three ways Chemicals can cause problems whefi'contatting the

eyes, apd explain suitable first aid procedures. (Page 8)
,

5. 'Name two types of protective devices used to avoid eye contamination

when\workingt with chemiCal's. (Page 10)

6. Identify the most common method of'contamination.from pesticides, how

they affect the body, and four protective.measures to avoid. such con-

tamination. (rage 11)

7. Describe first aid procedures for a person4ho has inhaled poisonous

'fumes, and tell what protective measures can bp' used to avoid inhaling

chemical vapors. (Page 13)

8. Explain two ways pesticides are likely to be ingested. (Page 16)

9. Describe precautionary measures to take when storing and mixing chemi-

cals, cleaning
.

up leaks and spills, and disposing Of chemical wastes..

Page 17)

10. Discuss the use of labels and manufacturer's directions for storage and

use of chemicals and pesticides. jPage 21)

5
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OBJECTIVE 1: Briefly defAe An agricultural chemical

and a pesticide, and name three governmental agencies

involved in regulattnlithese substances.

Agricultural chemicals are those substances or mixtures of substances
.

that are commonly used in the producttop or protection Of food, fiber, and

forest products. Theie include the fertilizers that encourage, plant growth

and the 6esticides that Control unwanted plants, animals and disease organ-

isms.

The word."pesticide.literally means "peit killer." There are man

specific pesticides among which are: herbicides which kill plants, rode ti

cides which kill rodents (rats and mice,primarily), and'insecticidgs which

kill fnsects. $ome of these may also be-capable of killing the workers who

use them.

The use of alliotentiall;'hazardous agricultural' Aemicall:is regu-

lated by several state am& federal agencies. The United States Department

of Agriculture (USDA) and the Envivonmental Protection Agency (EPA); both

have Imad, gene"?..al, regulatory powers over agricultural CheN micals.kThese

agencies set general and'specific standards that must be met before certain,

of these.chemicals.can be.used.

Th; safety of aTticultUral and chemical workers who work in the prOuc-

I'

..

tion of pestjcides its also a concern of the Labor Department's Occupitioeal

Safety.ahid Health, Administration (OSHA)... The purpose of.the Occupational\

Safety andHealth ptt"of 1970 is r:...to assure so far as possible-every

workingman and woman in the'Notion safe And healthful working,cohditions

and to preserve our humlp resources .' This agency's authority,exknds to

such things aHhe type of protective clothing that must be worn while using

hazardoui subSt6nces, and"the concentration of substarfces ;pat is permis-

sible in'the a*.r that workersbreathe.
. k

1,-

44;
ft 4
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ACTIVITY 1:*
. 1. Define and describe an ag.ricurt=1a

esticidep.
/

a.

b.

2., Name three federalagencies that have some control

over the handling and use of agricultural" chemi-
,

cals. ,

a.

b.

c.

. OBJECTIVE 2: List one way to help prevent chemicals

from entering the bpdy by each of tilt three common,

routes of entry.

The number of governmental agencies that are involved th the regulation

of agricultural chemicals isan indication of theserious consequences of

the misuse of these valuable products. ,Humans, as well as pther,f6rms of

life, can be sickened or killId by such chemicals. Careless, deliberate

'contact with some of these substances, -or accidental, 'even indirect, contact

with the more toxic (posionous) ones, can be deadly.

Substances that cause harm to humans may enter thebody by one.of three/ -

routes (Figure 1). One route of entry is trough the-ingestion process. 4.

Ingestion occurs,when a substance is taken into the mouth and swallowed.:

Accidental ingestion of cheMicals can happen when a worker egs contaminated

food; or drinks contaminated Oetee. To avoid these problems, food and drink

must be kept-isolated from areas of potential contamination;'hands should be

washed, thoroughly before handling food and drinks.

*Answers to Activities 4gin on Page 26.
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INGESTION

DERMAL

A second route of entry is the

breathing-(respirationrof 'contami-

nated air. Ways t;o avoid contamina-

tion of the respiratory tract include

the wearing of proper respirators and

.

RESPIRATION the use of appropriate ventilation

equipment. Care in handling and

storage may'also reduce the leVel of

airborne contaminants.

The most common form of contami-

Figure 1. _Routes of entry nation (dermal) occurs throughl the

into the body.
skin. Since many-chemicals are

handled during mixing; use, and storage, contamination through the. skin 'is a

major problem. Wearing protectiveclothing such as rubber or neoprene

gloves is one way to reduce this hazard. Removing contaminated clothes and

carefully washing the skin with soap and water will also reduce the possi-

bility of dermal contamination.

The labels of all chemical containers should be read thoroughly before

chemicals are handled. Then, ff accidental contamination occurs, the label 1

will haie supplied information about what must-be done to prevent illness or

even death.

ACTIVITY 2:

1. Toxic chemicals can enter the body through
11,

, or through contamination of the

f 2. Name one way to prevent chemicals entering the body

through each route of entry.

.
.

4

b.

c.

lb
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OBJECTIVE 3: NaMe,two hazards other than poiSoning that

are associated with the handling and use of 'agricultural

Chemicals, and describe mealureS that should betaken to

avoid these dangers.

Ilk

_

The letter ".N" on a fertilizer sack, and the middle letter in "TNT" A

s nd for the same element, nitrogen., Compounds'of nitrogen are often capa-

ble of explodingeth enormous force;, guncotton (an explosive) is made by

coating fibers with sg0 a material: Large stores of fertilizer have, been

involved in a number of disastroui,fires. One such 'fire and explosion

occurred in Texas Silty, Texas, in 1947, and-took several hundred liives while
1

destroying a larglrt of the town's industrial waterfront.

Even when ively small quantities Qf many chemicals are used or

stored, 'there 'erx1: a definite fir's hazard. When chemicals ,are purchased

aid stored, they should be handled in 'accordance with label:directions to,

prevent the hazard of fires and explosions.

The degree of danger involved with & particular chemical in liquid form

is often indicated by its "flash point."' The flash point is that tetnpera-

ture at and above which the chemical forms explosiVe vapors. Low flash

points thus mean more danger. ,Substances having flash points at or below

20°F must be labeled: DANGER - EXTREMELY FLAMMABLE! KEEP AWAY FROM SPARKS

AND HEATED SURFACES. For chemicals with flash points between 20° and 80°F,

the warning statement must read, "Warning - Flammable! Keep away fro heat

and open flame." Those chemicals that have flash points over 80°F but

over 150°F mue labeled, "Do not use or store.near heat or open flame."

. Certain chemicals in powder form also present fire and explosion haz-

ards. Sodium chlorate will ignite when in contact with organic matter,'sul-

*fur, sulfides, phosphorUs, powdered metals, strong acids, or ammonium

salts. Once a contains. of sodium chlorate has'been opened, the entire con-

tents shoUld be used. Dusts or powders, especially the very fine ones, may

ignite arld burn as violently as gases. Grain elevator explosions are exam-

ples of the violent results of ignited dusts.

. Page 6/SH-50
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The safe storage of all agricultural chemicali, including fuels and
4

solvents frequently used in farming operations,,requires that fire extin-

guishers be readily available. All workers whose duties under their

employer's emergency action plan include the, use of chemicals should knOw

the location of fire fighting equipment, the type of equipment available,

and'the correct procedurd for its use. Information about the classifica-"

tions of fires and the correct extinguisher to use for each type of fire is

given in Figure 2.

OROINARY

,COMBUSTIB LE$

FLAMMABLE

B

LIQUIDS

1. Extinguishers suitable for Class A
fires should be identified by a tri- .
angle twinning the letter "A."
If colored, the triangle should be
colored green. USE ON: Wood,
pope, cloth, and so on.

2. Extinguishers suitable for Class B
fires should be identified by a
square containing the letter.'9."
If colored, the square could be
colored red. USE ON: Gasoline,
points, oils, and 30 on.

ELECTRICAL

EQUIPMENT

COMBUSTIBLE

METALS

3. Extinguishers suitable for Class C
figs should be iden tilted by a ca-
cti." cont mining the letter C. It
colored, the square could be col-
ored blue. USE ON: Electrical
equipment, motors, switches, and
so on.

4, ektinguishers suitable for flirts in-
volving metals shoukl be identified
by a five-pointed star containing the
letter -O." If colored, the star
should be colored yellow USE ON:
Potassium, sodium, powdered alumi-
num, and magnesium.

Figure 2. Fire extinguishers.

Chemical spills an leaks may accompany fires or explosions. In the

event of such an accident; it is necessary to take action to protect human

life and health, live ck and wildlife, and the environment. Massive
6

spills produce both ediate and long term results, many of which are not

well understood at this time. However more sPectfic information can be

found in the "Hazardous Materials - Emergency Action Guide. "? Beca se thee

is so much that is not known about the effects of chemicals, it is particu-

larly important that care be taken to see that all safety regulations are

observed in 61e.storage'and handling of these substances.

I

.

"Hazardous Materials - Emergency-Actipn Guide." U.S. Department of

Transportation National Highway Traffic Sfety Administration, 1976.

SH-50/Page 7
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Manufacturers of agricultural chemicals, with help from governmental

agencies, have-devised new types Of containers that resist rust and

punctuggs. Tank cars for railway transport of chemicals'have been

strengthened sq,that they resist rupture even in a collision or derailment.

It very important that proper containers be used at all times. No

flammable liquid should be transferred into a glass container that might

break and cause a spill., The directions on the label of a dangerous

chemical specify the conditions,under which the chemical is to be stored.

As -with all pack-age instructions, these ust be observed!

.

ACTIVITY 3:

(Fill in the blanks.)

1.- Two accigent hailards, other than poisoning, that

are associated with the use of agricultural chemi-

cals are: . and

Workers who deal with chemicals should know what

three things about firt control?

a.

b.

c.

OBJECTIVE 4: Compare three ways chemicals can cause

problems when contacting the eyes, and explain amitable

first aid procedures.

One of the routes through which chemical poisons .cah enter the body is

the skin, and the eye is the most vulnerable, skin area. Chemicals in solid,

liquid, and gaseous forms find their way into unprotected eye's._ Solid par-
,

titles can irritate the delicate-eye tissues by scratching br cutting the

eyelid or the surface of the tyeball. Solids can also prOduce chemical

irritation when they are dissolved by tears and react with the living tis-

%lb

sue.

Page 8/SH-50
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-Liquid forms eolchemi440! can prOdude the same type of tissue irrita-

Ption, and they alio din.'4:oddce thermal - (temperature) injury if thew are

,
. ,.

unusually, tot corCald. .-.
..., .

Chemitai-vapors, pie,gaseous for in which .many agr4cultural. cnemicals
1.:, JO

are applied, can produce chemiCal irritatio4 on contact with the eye. Even

0 substances that have a low level erioxiCityapyiroduce damage when .Acci-'

. ,

1

1
#.

,

dentally introduced into the eye. 4ye damage froarChemical ranges from the
44

,

irritation that results fromCsdlid particles, through simple burning and

1

redness, to-total blindness. 'Damage froA chemicals can also be systemic

(affecting the enlfre body. system) due to the absorptit of chemicals' into

the whole body through the mucous membranes),that line the eye,soCket.

A stinging or burning sensation is usually the first lhdication that A. -

foreign substances have entered the eys. If such burning dtcu56, the eyes

Should be flushed immediately4nd continuously f6r 15 minutes wit h large

amounts of cleh water. When this is done,th:person:shouldifre\ medical

attention in all but the most minor'caseS. It is impo 'rtant in pie case of .,

t,

chemical injury to the eye, or.to-any body.paA, to follow All spe ial, first,

atd 'instructions included. on the product. label. Existing laws now require
.'

that'such information-bion EMERY hazardous product.
6

ACTIVITY 4:
4

1. Mark "True" ih the.blank beside each correct ending

for this sentence. -

Chemicpls accidnetal)y:intPoduced into the eyes may

(a), cause blindness.

(b) change eye cilor,T:
. .

(c) enter the.whole system.

(d) scratch'or.cdt the 4ye.

(e) taus* near.sightedngss..

'(f) reduce the eye's size.

2. Complete the following sentence':
,

'The first and most i4ortant thing to apf chemi-
.

cats get into the eyes is

SH-50/1).age 9
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085ACTIVE "5: Name two types of. protective devices used

to -avoid eye contamination when working with chemicals.

a

...
, Since the- eyes' are an exteemelY vulnerable and sensitive area of the

* ,
bodyr-protectiiig them from ,damage should be a prime concern .for every

worker: Many' agricultural chemical% are harmful to the eyes,.so safety

glasses should be"worn as a minimum protection at all times. Additional
At . (...

safeguards may be needed,_deeending on-the chemical being used. Contact

,lenses typically increase the sensitivity of the eyes and make them more
.

vulnerable to irritating fumes or chemical contamination. It is,advisab)e,

:therefOre, to avoid wearing contact lenses when Contiimed exposure to poten-
.

tial chemical' hazards exists'. .

. ,

,..

.

.
,:.. Besides safety glasses or chemical splash gogg+es, a face mask or face

a
- shield should be Onsidered when use of chemicals,. or short term use of very

.

,
.

hazardous chemical's', is likely. These devices may be used in combination.

.
ok with one of,seV0-1 types-of respirators that protect the breathing

.,,

processes as well as the eyes,
.

In addition to wearing proper protective deyices,' wiping off facial

sweat should never be done by'using thelhands or shirt sleeve. Glean, dis=

posble towels are recomMendedas a proper substitute.

ACTIVITY 5:

Two devices that can be used to protect the eyes while

working with chemicals are and

04s

Rage 10/SH-50
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OBJECTIVE 6: -Identify the most common method' of cOrrtam-

inatibn from pesticides, how they affect the body, and

four protectiv'e measures to avoid such contamination..,

Poisoning from the handling altd use of pesticides is most .11 fely to oc-

cur Virough the skin. The rust obvious' route of entry is through a. break in

the skin resulting from' a cut or scratch. Where skin is damaged, extra cau-

tion must be observed to avoid contaminatio'h. Rubber or plast4 gloves and,

aprons are often used to afford this type of protettion.-

Even skin that is unbroken can permit chemicals to enter -the body.

"This is especially likely where there is much body hair. The hair itself

tends to hold the chemicals, and the hair follicles allow the chemicals to

get bens th the tougher outer skin., Those chemicals that are potent sol-

vents can actually poison by, penetrating the -unbroken °titer ,skin. 'They do

this by dissolving the fatty parts of the skin cells; thereby opening tiny

holes thrigh which the chemicals' can pass.

Among the actions -that workers can tee to protect themselves from

cheniical damage thr)ough the skin are the following;

Wash the body
/thoroughly`

after al 1 exposures to chemicals (pay part ic- .

.ular attention to washing pair and fingernailS1.
---.

,Wear clean clothes each day, and be' sure contaminated clothing is com-
p pletely washe'd 'and rinsed. (Note: if clothes are washed at home, care

-should be taken not to expRse other family members to the chemicals)..)
. /

If working around liquid chemicals, wear water-resistant shoes or boots
(n'ot leather or fabric).

. - ..
Use all protective gear available. . 1

Seek medical help if symptoms of poisoning appear. 4

IS(

Symptoms of poisoning from a given chemical ,are u sba 1 ly similar,

-r gardless 'ofthe route of entry into the body. The symptoths -will vary with

the type./ chemical involved, with the quantity of exposure, and with the

physical size and condition, of the person poisoned. The major groups of

chemicalathat have been involved, in' injury to the technicians working with

them are the following:
.

14
SH-50/Page



Organophosphates, whose symptoms begin within 12 hours of exposure.

Carbamates, whose symptoms are similar to the,organophosphates but 'can-
be treated more readily.

Chlorfnated hydrocarbon's., which have poisoned very few applicators, but
__---ean'contaminate the environment.

Ntrophenols and pentachlorophenols,. which hive a very rapid course of
illness - the patient usually either dies or gets well within 24 to 48
hours of exposure.

Inorganic pesticides, which depend for their poison effect upon the
mineral from which the, are,made.

Plant-derived pesticides,-which range in

axicity

from,rotenone dust, -

whichirritates the respiratory tract,to nicotine, which is a very
dangerous, fast-acting nerve poison.

Among the symptoms that are common to poisoning from many of the chemi-

cals are nausea, headache,, dizziness, rapid\breathing and 'heartbeat, loss of'

E, coordination, blurred vision, unconsciousne4, and difficulty inbreathing.
, 1

Ill severe cases, death can-come rapidly if t, e victim is not treated

Promptly.

ACTIVITY 6

J. Place an "X" by each of th following that is NOT

normally a common symptom f poisoning.

(a) Tinglivig in feet and hands.

(b) Loss of coordination.

(c) Earache.

(d) Loss of balance.

(e) Nausea.

(f) Headache.

(g) Rapid heartbeat.

(h) Difficult breathing.

2. Name four methods that will reduce the likelihood

of contamination of the skin when using pesticides.

Page 12/SH-50
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CMWECTIVE.7: DescribefirSt aid procedUres for a/person
. ,..

who has inhaled poisonous fumes, and tell what protec-

tive.measures can be used to avoid inhaling chemical

vapors. .

f

When someone has been exposed to poisonous fumes, it is urgeny to get

that person to fresh air as quiCkly as possible. .However, before entering

an area to aid a victim, the treScuer must be sure that the atmosphere is

safe:fOr chansebecoming avictim as well. If the victim is breathing, he

AI she should not be "slappedan the back' or subjected to any procedure

ikgesigned to "help" breiDling.'..Ifbreathing has stopped, 'then, one person

10
Should begin rescue breathing or CPR procedures while anotheriperson goes-

for rfiedical help. Again, getting the victim to fresh air is the first

priority. Permanent, irreversible damagcan be done to lungtissue by even

very brief exposures to poisonous fumes. Scarring of the lungs reduces the

body's ability to take oxygen-and give off waste gases. Lung scarring alto

makes the body more susceptible
4
to diseases such'as pneumonia'and bron-

chitis.

The lungs are on4ofthe routes by which poison can enter the entire

body: One breath-of cyanide,"whiCh is sometimes used to fumigate dried
.

seed, has been known to be teal. Cyanide kills by combining with red blood

cells In the lung in such a way that the red cells cannot take up oxygen to

carry to 1;0ts of the body.
v.

.

Because prevention Is always better than treat ant, it is important for

pesticide users to know the various types of respiratory protective devices

that are commonly used. 'The'label on some pesticdes-specifies the type of

respiratory device most suitable. Protection is'especially important in the

following situations: ' A

JP
SH-50/Page 13
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When working with a highly toxic chemical.

When'exposurefor long periods i; expected;

When working in an enclosed area., ,

One type Of respirator that is recommended foruse with poisonous agri-

cultural Chemicals As the chemical cartridge respirator (Figure 3a). It

should beliworn during exposure to, intermittent concentrations of a toxic

pesticide. 'With this typed0f respirator, air is inhaledthrougha filter

.pad and a dart ridge made to absorb pesticide vapors. These,half-face masks

cover thel,nase and mouth and remove-mast harmful vapors, gases, and par-

ticles from the,air.mkSeparate goggles' can be' worn, to protect the eyes.

A chemical,clnister respirator, or gas mask, (Figure 3b) should be worn

when one-is exposed toa continuous concentration of toxic pesticide. This

type of respirator affords gAater protection than the cartridge type respi-

-rator:,'hut should not be used in situations in which the oxygen supply 'is

4ow (such as when working in a silo).

Figure 3c illustrates A air - supplied 'respirator that-can be used when

the oxygen supply is Loww when working with toxic chemicals in an enclosed
AIL

area (as Nn fumilation), and when work can be'done near. a supply of clean

air., Clean air is pumped through a hos4 to the face mask.

A selY-contained breathing apparatus (Figure 3d) can be used under th(

same conditions as) the air-supplied respirator except that the user does not

. hav9 to be near a supply of fresh-airs This unit includes a tank of air-

that is carried on. the back, allowing gteater freedom of movement for the

'worker.

To.be effective any' protective device must be cleaned maintained

properly. The face shields or masks should. be washed daily after use..

I-Cartridges must be replaced according to manufacturers' schedules, and asir.

tanks must be, kept charged'. Hoses and Connections should be checked for

leaks on a scheduled basis.

The descriptions included here are meant to pres'ent an overview for the

use and function of various respirators. 411 workers in a position to need

one of these devices should receive proper training in its use and care

before usfnOt in an actual, hazardous, work situation.
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a. Cartridge respirator

b. Canister li4pMetOr

c. Supplied air respirator

d. Sad-contained breathing apparatus
Breath 'rig Apparatus

Figure 3. Respiratory protective deves.

A TIVITY 7:

List flpur 'types of prAtec ive deviCes for use around

poisonous gases and vapors when each should

be_ustd.

1.

2.

4 3.

4.

4/

I

1.
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OBJECTIVE 8: Explain two ways pesticides are likely to

be ingested,

To ingest means to take into the body through'the mouth. Poisons and
... . .t,

toxic chemicals dose a Serious threat to life and health `when taken intotthe I

body in this way."'LiAWielow are some of the common-sense 'rules teat can ("\,...4r

t r
help to prevent the accidental ingestion of poisons.

,/ '
/

I. Never eat, drink, smoke, or chew guiv or tobacco while handling toxic

chemicals.
.

,

2. Keep all pdbisons in their original containers. (Many small children ..

have been poisoned by chemicals that were stored in food?containers.)

3. .Use protective clothing and devices while transferring"Or mixig chemi-
cals where splashing'is a possibility. _

_

4. Shower, using soap and warm water, after handling pesticides or other'
toxic chemicals. Wash thdroughly any eating or drtaing utensils that
may have been contaminated.

Toxic chemicals are takOM into 'the body with fdod and water that has

been contaminated. Care must be exercised when using-pesticides to ensure

that the chemical does not drift or run off into waterways, wells, or

ponds. Both human and lifestock food mulgt be protected when pest ccIntrol

operations in storage areas are begun. When food crops are treated with

pesticides, a certain amodit of time must pass beforeit is'safe to harves

the, crop. The time varies with the crop and the poison, and the time

required will be stated on the pesticide libel.

The symptoms of pesticide poisoning do nyt differ significantly with

various routes of entry 'into the body. qpweyer, the rate at which'the

symptoms appear may vary, depending onothe route of entry and the chemical

toxicity. Some of the common symptoms dere listed earlier in this module.

It is important to note that many of these symptoms ace similar to those of

colds, "viOus attacks," asthma, heat stroke, and pneumonia. Pesticide

poisoning should be suspected any time a person shows signs of illnesisofter

using or being around these chemicals. Some product labels ltst the symp-

Page 16/SH-5ci
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,toMs tif poisoning ;Wibi'spegific measures that should be'taken if such poi-

.
_ \

.soning occurs.. -..

If

&
,

If a.poisonous sutistance is accidentally taken into the mouth, the

first ac ion thouldbe.to wash the mouth liberally with clean water. The
t)

victim should ;hen be taken to a doctor or hospita4 for medical care.

Larger clites, often have emergency medical care and poison control centers

available. is not the case pi rural areas.) Medical care should be

obtained any time toxic substances are ingested The container label should

be taken for meidal personnel to Use.Aao not induce vomiting unless the

package label directs that action. Some chemicals do even more damage when

vomiting occurs. Medical facilities often do gastric lavage (stomach pump-

ing) toremove any remaining poison. This is to avoid the slangy-- of th.q

patient aspirating the fluid (breathing it into the lungS)..

iimm>1411 ACTIVITY 8: ml111Lom
Name two ways that toxic chemicals can be accidentally

ingested.

1.

2.

OBJECTIVE 9: Describerecautionar measures to take

--' when storing and mixing. chemicals, 04aning up leaks and.

spills, and disposing of chemical Tastes.

The safe and effective use of pesticides and other agricultural

chemicals requires care, attetIon, and knowledge at every step of the

procAs, from initial selection to final disposal. Before the chemical is

purchased for Mole, farm, or commercial' use, an exact determination of the

purpose to which the product is to be plr*Must, be made. One,of:fhe

and probably the best known of the modern day pesticides,is DDT. Whet -it

was first released, DDT was widely hailed as the solution to th= nsect

problem, and was used in all kinds of situations with a "s gun"

approach. After a fimehowever, insect resistance t e effects of DDT

f,
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The "shot gun" approach has now been replaced with`a newzwareriess that .

a Specific chemical should be used, in the approved manner".ohly, to treat .a

specific problem. Therefore, before a person can select he appropriate

chemical, the problearmdst be identified. The U.S.- and ,State Agricultural

Extensipn Service can' be very helpful in identifying soil deficiencies, in-

sects; fungi, and other problems; and in recommending Pie' propef treatment.

Many chemical iljticides are carefully regulated with;Specific training and

certification required before purchase or use. These themicals are con-

sidered very hazardous and should not be used by untrailed'workers.
rv'o.-

When the correct chedical has been seledted and se red storage and

handlinitbecome the, next area for The amount of a pesticide on

hand sHbuld 'not be greater than n cessary to meet foreseeable needs. The

danger associated with the stored pesticides is related tthe quantity

stored, the age of the stock, -and the place and conditions of storage. Dan-

/
ger in handling comes primarily from lack of awareness of proper procedures

4

and from failure to observe known rules.

The proper equipment for each job is essential to safe operations, both

in agriculture and in other businesses. Tanks, valves, mixing devices, and

nof ples
.

should be clean and correctly adjusted before they are put into

use.
.

Hoses should be inspected for signs of weakness and cuts that Could

permit leaks. Equipment Should not be overloaded, as tt)is can, lead to ,

spills and to improper mixing or distrlbutiori. Training in the use of
----

equipment is usually available from dealers or_manufacturer's representa-

tives aril' is a part o formal training courses offered by schools and the

eftension Service. afe and efficient operation of equipment depends upon

understanding the correct use for each Niece of equipment and on complying

with directions fouhd onfihe labels and in the booklets that come with the .

products. ,
,A,

A simple safety technique that should never be ignored is known as the

"Buddy ?ystem." This means that an individual never uses hazardous chemi-

cals alone. Workers should form a Alm with at least two members, so.that
...

if one encounters a problem, the °tiller will be there to help. All team mem-

bers should be thoroughly acquainted with the chemital, its handling and

Page 18/SH-50
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use, hazards, contamination symptoms, and first aid requirements. Awareness

of the symptoms of pesticide poisoning, listed earlWr in this module and

also listed on product labels, will aid a partner in detecting signs of a

developing pr/oblem in time to seek help.

A partieularly haiarddus part of any chemical use is the mixing opera-

tion. sEvery person working directly with chemicals that are being mixed or

transferred from one container to another should make use of appropriate

protective gear, such4ps face masks, goggles, respirators, aprons, water-

proof boots', gloves, and so on. Mixing of chemicals should be.done out-of-
4

doors, if possible. if the operation must be performed in an enclosed area,

adequate ventilation is essential. The amount to'be mixed should 'not be

greater than the approved capacity of the applicator container. Liveitock,

pets, and people who do not need-to be present should be kept away from the

mixing area. If there is a breeze in the mixing car.ea, the worker'. should

staid so that the breeze blows away from the-body to avoid contamination

from blowing dust or mist. However, natural ventilation cannot be.depended

upon for protection against harmful exposure. ,
t

.11
aBefore pesticide is mixed, directions should be read completely.

li.

The operator should'ndt rely. on memory, particularly since the instructions
,-

for mixing differ for various chemicals. SealWpaper containers should not

be torn 1 aper should be cut with a Knife that should then be

thoroughly cleaned.

When mixinghor transferring a pesticide, the worker must always keep

'the product below eye level to minimize the change of splashing i

face. If a splash or.spill occurs during mining or loading, the process
le

should be stopped at once while workers remove contaminated clothing, wash'

detergent and water, and clean up the spill. Speed is

essential! t

,
Leaks and spills must be cleaned up promptli and in accordance with

regulations. The first concern is to keep people away from the spill. The

area -should be roped off and flagged, and shoulenclt be left unattended

while danger exists.. Every effortshoulO be made to confine the spill to a

small area. If the spill is small, the worker may be able to accomplish the

clean. -up operation without help. Clean-up consists of (1) absorbing the

_

.

C.
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pesticide with dirt, sawdust, or another absorbent substance, .(2) shoveling

the contaminated material into a leakproof container, and (3) disposing of

It in an approved manner.
*.

After the spilled chemical has been removed, *Vie area SHOULD NOT be

hosed down,' since this spreads any r maining chemical. The area where the

spill occurred should be treated with a substance thaiwiil.stop the chemi-

cal acticiri. Comon lye, ammonia, or chlorine bleach are sometimes indicattd

on the product label ft:r this purpose. '

If.the spill is a large one, outside help may be needed. This help can

be obtaiVrplacing a toll-free call to The National Agricultural Chemi,-

call_ Association Pesticide Safety Team Network. (Thenumber is (8001

424-9300.) This organization can provide instructions, in the.correct proce-

dure and will give referral to the appropriate local agency. In addition,

,if a major 'spill occurs along a state highway, the highway patrol or highyay

department should be notified. If food or water is contaminated by the

-spill, local and state health officials should be notified.

If a leaking container is discovered before a significant spill has oc-

curred, it should be disposed of in the approved manner. Great care should

be exercised in handling a leaking container, since thet..e is a possibility

of it?rupturing and spilling the entire contents.

`Good housekeeping practices can avoid many problems associated with

agricultural chemical Ise. Borth the mixing and the storage areas should be
, -

maintained so as tp be clean, dry,,pd well ventilated at all times. Empty
... ,,

'..

containers should_bw stored under similar conditions while awaiting dis-

posal, AlfeqUip4nt used in the application of chemicals should be cleaned .

thoroughly before being put away even` for a short time. The water used to

wah equipment should be collected for disposal if itais likely that a sub-

stantial -res4due of poison remains.
,

Disposal,wof excess pesticide and of pesticide containers should be car-

riedout according to EPA (EnVironmental Protection Agency) recommenda-

tion .

SV/
If possible, these substances should be burned in a speciajly

design pesttcide incinerator. If proper facilities for burning are not .
. ,

availlble,-ithe pesticide and the containers should be buried in e specially

Page 20/SH-50
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designated landfill. If-th-at is not possible, the material-must be store

until such time AS it can be, disposed of in one-of these approved ways.
.

There are some additiodil ways in which containers, but /not the chemi-
cals

.
.

.

cals themselves, can be.disposed orproperly. The EPA. recommendations
-. .

divide c three groups with specific directions for disposal of
.

each. Group I containers are those that will burn and that 41jd organic or

metallo-organic pesticides (except those containing-mercury, lead, cadmium',

or arsenic). Group 1 containers may be burned in small numbers as permitted

by state and local regulations or buried lingly.in open fields at a depth of

at least 18 inches.

Group 11 containers are ones which held the same substances as Group,I,

but which will not burn. They may be rinsed according to established meth-
.

ods, making certain that rinse water is collected in a tank as specified.

These containers can then be returned to the manufacturer f_or reuse, re-
:,

'Cycled as scrap metal, or buried according to state and local regulations.

1 Group III containers are those which held mercury, lead, cadmium, or

arsenic compounds. These must not be burned, but should be buried either an

a sanitary landfill, if rinsed, or in a specially designated landfill if not

rinsed.

ACTIVITY 9:

List three actions that should b4 taken if a splash

contaminates a worket who is mixing chemic04)s.

1.

2.

3.

OBJECTIVE 10: .DisctIss the,use of labels and manufac-

turgr's directions for storage and use of, chemicals and

pesticides -,

The label attacifed to,a product is one'of the most valuable assets the

agricultural chemical worker haS. It serves several purposes:

24
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1: To the manufacturer, it°is a license to sell.

2. To governmental agencies, it is a way to coll;rol distribution, storage,
use,. and *sposal of the prodyct.

3. To t er, it is the main source of facts aboyt the proper and legal

use of the product.

4. To everydne concerned, it is-a way to tell about special safety mea-

sures needed.

The label ft effective in use ALY when it is read thoroughly, understood

, completely, and followed faithfully.

The'saMple label in Figure 4 shows all-the types of information

must appear on a product. Most of the information found on a label is clear

and easily understo6d to people who work with chemicals. However, there are
-

several topics that may requite more explanation, One of those is-the

"Re-Entr tatement." This tells how long after the application it will be

before-4it i safe for an unprotected person to enter the area. This.is

especially imp tant where fields have been sprayed,or where stored grains

have been fumiga d.

Another t at may be unclear is "Categi5ryof Applicator." This

refers to a classific n system based upon/study, testing,.and licensing

of people who apply toxic chemicals. The certification of pest control

applicators is under the jurisdiction of both state and federal-govern-

ments. A chemical that is designed "For Restricted Use" can only be sold to

and used by persons certifiedby one or'botOevels of government.

Of particular importance on any label are the signal words and ..fm-

bols.' To do theii-joti, most pesticides must control the target pest. By

their nature, they ire toxic. Therefore, marry are also hazardous to

people. The toxicity of a prodUct can be detei'mined by reading the signal

word and looking at the symbol on the label: The signal word tells approxi-

mately how toxic the material is to humans. The signal words shown in Table

1 are set by law. Each manufacturer must use the correct one on eve

label.
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TABLE 1. SIGNAL WORDS 4

*Signal
Words,

Toxici ty. Approximate Amount
Needed to Kill the
Average arson

DANGER', ,Mghly toxic a taste to a teaspoonful

WARNING Moderately toxic a teaspoonful to.a
tablespoonful -

CAUTION Low toxicity or an ounce to more than

Comparatively free a pint
,

front .danger

ak"Ir
*All products must bear the statement
"Keep out of reach of children."

Y

One of the best ways to catch%a person's eye is with symbols. This is.

why a skull and Crossbones symbol is used on all. highly toxic materials

along with the signal word DANGER and the word POISON. It is also very in'-
.

portant for the'user to know when and where a certaih chemical can be prop-
,

erly used. The Tanger," "Environmental Hazards," and "Crop" statements all
.

addressAothis-topic. Misuse of a hazardous chemical is a violation of the

as 1g a dangerous act to both humahs and the environment.

Most suggestions for safe. storage Of pesticides and other cheMicals

'have 4cussed e ere in Ws module. .HoOtver, because of-the
4

crit cal rtance of tpe g ideas, they are summarized below!

.Store in a well ventilated. area.

Storage it a separate building i 'referable; however, isolated storage

rooms can be used in certain anc

Alwaysstore pesticides in the original ontainers with the label in-

tact and legible. \

11111111P

\

".

6o-not locate storage near food, feed,

ost the storage area with signs at e

sides of thebuilding.
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Keep storage area locked 014 not in use.

Keep a log of pesticides and the amounts of each in storage as well as

tpe date purchased.

Fireproof the storage area to the extent possible.

check containers periodically for corrosion, leaks, breaks, tears, and

sp forth. MI

Store "empty containers" in the storage area, pending disposal.

While manufacturer's labels give as much information as is possible in

the available space, they do.not ensure safe use of 'these chemicap. 0Aly

the user can accept final responsibility for the safe use of these valuable

materials. Educated persons who are aware of safety principles and are con-.

terned for themselves, for other people, and for the environmet provide the

greatest-assurance that agrifultural chemicals will be used for the good of

all,.

ACTIVITY 10:

(Fill in the blanks.)

1. Three "silnal. words" that are required tc be mod

on the- labels of poisonous chemicals are

and.

2.4 is the most r sponsible for the sage use

o of agricultural icals and pesticides.
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ANSWERS TO ACIIVITIES

ACTIVITY 1

1. a. Agricultural chemicals are those substanceg or mixtures of
substances that are commonly used in the production of or
protection of food, fiber, and forest products..

b. ,A pesticide is a substance that kiPs pests such,as unwanted
plants, rodents, and insect's.

a. USDA.

b. EPA.

c. OSHA.

ACTIVITY 2

1. skin, respiratory tract, mouth (digestive system).

2. a. ( y one.) food and drinks must be kept isolated from areas of
ossibte contamination; hands should be thoroughly washed before

handling food or drink.

b. (Anyone.) Wear respirators; use appropriate ventflation; take

care in handling and storing so airborne contaminants will be

reduced.

tc. (Any one.) Wear protective clothing (neoprene or rubber glove s);
remove contaminated clothing carefully; wash skin thoroughly. 11.

.10
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ACTIVITY 3

1. Fire and explosion, leaks'and spills.

2. a. The location of fire fighting equipment.

. b. The typee.brequipment available:

c. The correct; procebure forts use.

,ACTIVITY 4

1. True (a)

True (c)

True (d)

2,171Ush'eye immediately and continuously for 15 minutes'with large

'amounts of clean water.

ACTIVITY 5

goggles, mask.

ACTIVITY 6

2,. (Any four.,)

4.

I
The worker should wear protective clothing, such as rubber gloves and

aprons.,

The worker should wash hands (fingernails), body and hair after using

hazardmis chemicals.
. -

Clean clothes should be worn each day, and care, should be taken to-see

that clothinsisthoroumghly washed after wearing."

Water resistant Shoes should be worn when working around liquid

chemicals.

Seek medical heti, if symptoms of.pbisoning appear.
it. .

,ACTIVITY 7 %

1. Chemical cartridge respirator ?Or intermittent exposure.

2., Chemical scanister or gas rtiask for continuous exposure.

3. Supplied-Air resOirator.fbr use with low oxyger) supply.

4. Self - contained breathing apparatus for,use in low oxygen areas not near

a fresh oxygen supply.
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ACTIVITY 8

(Any two of the following.)

Toxic Chemicels can by ingested into the body accidentally

1:- when the chemicals are splashed into the mouth.

2. when the chemical are alistaken.for something else because they are

stored in food containers.

3. when chemicals are-on the unwashed hands of a person wno works with

chemicals and then eats orArinks.

4: when chemicals contaminate-food or drinking water.

ACTIVITY 9

1. The operatiOn must be stopped so the worker can remove contaminated

clothes.

2. All affected-skin areas should be washed thoroughly and immedtttely.

3. The spill should be cleaned up.'before operations are,resumed.

ACTIVITY 10

1. Danger,, warning, and caft ution.

2. The user.

P'aqe 28/SH-50
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